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What Do We Have in Our Armory—To Stop the Elite?

Americans have the best structure for successful governance, the Constitution/Bill of 
Rights, but now, with elites disrespecting our founding documents, the US is a lunacy.

This week, United Airlines CEO, tweeted-out that DEI (diversity, equity, inclusion), as 
'key considerations' in deciding who will be piloting your future flight. Underachievers, 
for the sake of equity, at the wheel, is on par with legislators voting to extend shelf-life, 
by a few days, by spraying cereal, potatoes, before shipping, with carcinogenic weed 
killer—glyphosate. Both making the news on MLK Jr.'s hypocritical birthday holiday.       

Here in my 'blue town', 100s gather in celebration, listening to Martins' stirring words, 
while completely missing or avoiding that he would be against concepts of 'diversity, 
equity, inclusion', if implementation of those concepts denied a 'fair playing field' for all.

The DEI concept is 'nice words'—except each is being used in support of 'reverse 
racial divisiveness'. Recalling the enforcers for the DEI equity crowd, and given the vio-
lent intolerance of Black Lives Matter/Antifa, where was the diversity, equity, inclusion? 

DEI, like climate insanity, dollar insanity, and border insanity, intends to control us 
and stifle curiosity—putting civilization at risk. With so many around us (no matter the 
prevalence of new studies/facts), becoming, over time, even less curious. I direct you 
to this week's 'HighWire', "The Indoctrinated Brain", where Dr. Michael Nells presents 
studies indicating, that as we tire during the day (a result of going beyond the limits of 
Hypothalamus data limitation), an overload occurs and something within our memory  
storage has to give. Either we sleep to restore ability to take in more memory data or 
our brain is forced to sort-out memories—deciding which to keep and which to dump. 

The study further concludes that mRNA 'vaccines' degrade hypothalamus function, 
compromising its regenerative ability, causing forgetfulness—with diminished curiosity.   

I've managed to get far-afield from my opening about an ever-important Constitution 
and Bill of Rights. But, being unvaccinated, I'll be able to tie disparate ideas together.

Glimpsing what the future holds, AI has produced a new George Carlin video 
(George being long dead), wherein the great, anti-establishment genius presents as 
'George the wokester'—wisecracking how Antifa/BLM 'grass roots' street riots, against 
'white privilege', benefits us by getting rid of cops. Lowbrow, dumb-downed Carlin BS.   

As with other elite controls, AI is programmed by 'globalist geeks', and is only as 
creative as the 'narrow mind' doing the creating. With 1 caveat: as with 'gain of function 



virus horror', where a virus is produced that kills off all the mice, then escapes the lab
—self-directed/weaponized AI decides humans are a problem needing to be dealt with.

Before that happens, a mass of lazy humans flock to AI for content creation, in a 
world where their own content creation already sucks. Busy adjusting' tone-quality for 
every note of every song we ever loved, human beings cease to be creative-makers of 
things. Incrementally, but at 'warp speed', human creation gets blindly given-over to AI.

When I get anxious I eat late at night (fat/sugar), and during the day I tend towards 
levity to avoid anxiety. Like a time I encountered the women behind BLM, and came on 
with my best Gomer Pyle, BLM supporter routine, to suggest we get rid of MLK Jr. be-
cause his vision included all children—not only black children. Dealing with the incuri-
ous I take comfort in comic-relief—avoiding a reality where most  have lost their minds.   

We need to 'circle the wagons' within our own souls because, in times of stress, indi-
viduals (especially we in the minority), become isolated, and that's when our demons 
come out to play. If you've a problem with alcohol/drugs—now's the time to be mindful.

2024 may be 'go for broke' for elites, in a final attempt to criminalize the 1st, 2nd, 
and 4th Amendments. If you think that can't happen, look to the EU. To the degree US 
elites accomplish this, without constitutional amendments, that would be illegal, This is 
all-out war that we can't win unless 15/20% of Americans stand-up and say no. If elites 
pass laws criminalizing free speech/guns/privacy, and 'fast-track' AI algorithms to iden-
tify, cancel, and bring charges against our 'right to our rights'—2024 will be a tough bet.

Elite attempts to take our rights need argued against in constitutional terms. We 
meet what they contend, head on under the law, because, if we react, saying/writing 
things that can get interpreted as acts of violence, or worse, terrorism, we are at peril.

If Jan. 6th 'sightseers' can be termed 'terrorists', while Jill Biden allegedly calls-out 
everyone voting for Trump as 'terrorist to the democracy', imagine the charges brought 
against someone inciting real violence—but without constitutional mandate protection.

We have nothing to lean on but our faith, our founding principles, and each other. 
That's it. Does what we do, reminding our fellows to stay awake and vigilant—matter? 
Of course it does. Often times victory is measured in single digits, when all seems lost.  

We need to speak out, but to do it being familiar with and in Constitution/Bill of 
Rights—terms. Take the time to read it—it's short. You don't have to remember every 
part of it. Just reading it, now and then, triggers the brain to remember what matters .

Don't fight every battle, but don't avoid those in which our heritage is abused and 
subjected to name-calling. Don't be afraid to remind those who want to label 'white priv-
ilege' or cast the US as a racist nation, that both of those ideas are ill-founded. White 
people struggled mightily to earn their freedom—in pursuit of 'happiness and property'.

As for racism, the United States is not a racist nation—well maybe if you're white? 
The Constitution/Bill of Rights secured the benefit of 'equality for all'—gave women/
blacks the vote/equal status, ended segregation, and laid the ground for gay rights. 
Excepting an elite sand castle of lies, American rights have been the envy of the world.

2024 will bring great stress as elites push to take away what is to be American. As 
numbness intensifies in the incurious, a dangerous battle for our liberties will unfold be-
fore our eyes—in real time. What then are some 'bullet point' constitutional necessi-
ties? Under the Constitution, citizens have a duty to possess ample ammunition. And 
because government' has destroyed the dollar we must have real money—gold/silver.  

Get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. And thank you.


